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Abstract –The bipartite entanglement across the magnetization process of a highly frustrated
spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain is examined within the concept of localized magnons, which
enables a simple calculation of the concurrence measuring a strength of the pairwise entanglement
between nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor spins from square plaquettes. A full exact
diagonalization of the finite-size Heisenberg octahedral chain with up to 4 unit cells (20 spins)
evidences an extraordinary high precision of the localized-magnon theory in predicting measures of
the bipartite entanglement at sufficiently low temperatures. While the monomer-tetramer phase
emergent at low enough magnetic fields exhibits presence (absence) of the bipartite entanglement
between the nearest-neighbor (next-nearest-neighbor) spins, the magnon-crystal phase emergent
below the saturation field contrarily displays identical bipartite entanglement between the nearest-
neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor spins. The presented results verify a new paradigm of the
localized-magnon approach concerned with a simple calculation of entanglement measures.
Introduction. – One of the most challenging tasks
of modern condensed matter physics is to search solid-
state resources for quantum computation and quantum
information processing [1]. Although technological imple-
mentations of some quantum algorithms such as Grover’s
search algorithm [2] only requires a quantum superposi-
tion of states, several quantum algorithms as for instance
Shor’s factoring algorithm [3] additionally exploit a quan-
tum entanglement. Entanglement, as a genuine quantum
phenomenon, has thus recently attracted renewed interest
with regard to its wide application potential anticipated
in quantum key distribution, superdense coding, quantum
communication and quantum teleportation [4, 5].
It has been suggested that electron spins in solid-state
systems may provide suitable platform for spin-based
quantum information processing [6–10]. Quantum na-
ture of electron spins in magnetic insulators is adequately
captured by the Heisenberg model [11]. A lot of uncon-
ventional quantum phenomena and exotic quantum states
of matter was revealed especially in frustrated quantum
Heisenberg antiferromagnets [12–15]. In spite of their
complexity, magnetic properties of highly frustrated flat-
band Heisenberg spin systems may be under extreme con-
ditions of sufficiently low temperatures and high magnetic
fields satisfactorily described by a relatively simple con-
cept of localized magnons originally introduced in Ref. [16]
(for comprehensive reviews see Refs. [17–19] and references
cited therein).
Although the concept of localized magnons is usually
applicable just for frustrated flat-band Heisenberg spin
systems at high enough magnetic fields being sufficiently
close to the saturation field [17–19], this computational
method has recently proved its greater versatility when
elucidating low-temperature magneto-thermodynamics of
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Fig. 1: A schematic representation of the spin- 1
2
Heisenberg
octahedral chain. Thick (red) lines denote the exchange inter-
action J2 between the nearest-neighbor spins from square pla-
quettes, while thin (green) lines represent the exchange inter-
action J1 between the nearest-neighbor spins from monomeric
ans square-plaquette sites, respectively.
a few Heisenberg octahedral chains in a full range of mag-
netic fields [20–23]. In the present Letter we will verify an-
other paradigm of the theory of localized magnons through
the calculation of entanglement measures across the over-
all magnetization process of a highly frustrated spin-1/2
Heisenberg octahedral chain originally introduced by Bose
[24–26].
Model and methods. – In the present work, we con-
sider the spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain (see Fig. 1)
defined through the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
N∑
j=1
[
J1(Sˆ1,j + Sˆ1,j+1)·(Sˆ2,j + Sˆ3,j + Sˆ4,j + Sˆ5,j)
+ J2(Sˆ2,j ·Sˆ3,j + Sˆ3,j ·Sˆ4,j + Sˆ4,j ·Sˆ5,j + Sˆ5,j ·Sˆ2,j)
− h
5∑
i=1
Sˆzi,j
]
, (1)
where Sˆi,j ≡ (Sˆxi,j , Sˆyi,j , Sˆzi,j) denotes a standard spin-
1/2 operator assigned to a lattice site specified by two
indices. The former index i = 1 − 5 determines a lat-
tice position within the unit cell, while the latter index
j = 1, . . . , N determines the unit cell itself. The cou-
pling constant J1 > 0 denotes the antiferromagnetic ex-
change interaction between neighboring monomeric and
square-plaquette spins, the coupling constant J2 > 0 de-
termines the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction be-
tween nearest-neighbor spins from the square plaquettes
and the last term h is the standard Zeeman’s term.
It has been convincingly evidenced in Ref. [20] that the
spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain belongs to a valuable
class of flat-band quantum Heisenberg models [17–19],
which satisfies a local conservation of the total spin an-
gular momentum on each square plaquette. Owing to this
fact, the four spins from a single square plaquette may
exhibit in a highly frustrated regime J2/J1 ≥ 2 just one
of three available eigenstates, more specifically, the trivial
fully polarized ferromagnetic eigenstate
|0〉j = |↑2,j↑3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉, (2)
the eigenstate with a single magnon bound to a square
plaquette
|1〉j = 1
2
(|↓2,j↑3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉 − |↑2,j↓3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉
+|↑2,j↑3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉 − |↑2,j↑3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉),
(3)
and the singlet-tetramer eigenstate with character of a
bound two-magnon state of a square plaquette
|2〉j = 1√
3
(|↑2,j↓3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉 + |↓2,j↑3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉)
− 1√
12
(|↑2,j↑3,j↓4,j↓5,j〉 + |↑2,j↓3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉
+|↓2,j↑3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉 + | ↓2,j↓3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉). (4)
It has been firmly established in our previous
papers [20–22] that the low-temperature magneto-
thermodynamics of the Heisenberg octahedral chain in
the highly frustrated region J2/J1 ≥ 2 can be compre-
hensively described within the localized-magnon theory in
terms of a classical two-component lattice-gas model of
hard-core monomers. The first kind of monomeric parti-
cles stands for a bound one-magnon eigenstate (3) with
the chemical potential µ1 = J1 + 2J2 − h, while the
second kind of monomeric particles represents a bound
two-magnon eigenstate (4) with the chemical potential
µ2 = 2J1+3J2−2h. The chemical potentials µ1 and µ2 of
both kinds of hard-core monomeric particles were assigned
according to an energy difference of the localized-magnon
eigenstates (3) and (4) with respect to the fully polarized
ferromagnetic eigenstate (2) serving as reference. Bearing
all this in mind, the low-energy degrees of freedom of the
spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain can be described by
a classical two-component lattice-gas model of hard-core
monomers given by the following Hamiltonian
Heff= E0FM−2hN−h
N∑
j=1
Sz1,j − µ1
N∑
j=1
n1,j − µ2
N∑
j=1
n2,j ,
where the first term E0FM = N(2J1 + J2) represents the
zero-field energy of the fully polarized ferromagnetic state,
the second term is the Zeeman’s energy of the spins from
the square-plaquette sites once they are all fully polarized,
the third term is the Zeeman’s energy of the monomeric
spins and the last two terms are associated energies of both
kinds of the monomeric particles as specified by their re-
spective occupation numbers n1,j = 0, 1 and n2,j = 0, 1,
which should not additionally violate a hard-core con-
straint. The partition function of the two-component
lattice-gas model then follows from the relation
Zeff = e−βN(2J1+J2−2h)
N∏
j=1
∑
Sz
1,j
eβhS
z
1,j
×
∑
n1,j
∑
n2,j
(1− n1,jn2,j)eβ(µ1n1,j+µ2n2,j) (5)
= e−βN(2J1+J2−2h)
[
2 cosh
(
βh
2
)]N(
1+eβµ1+eβµ2
)N
,
p-2
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where β = 1/(kBT ), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
the absolute temperature and the relevant prefactor 1 −
n1,jn2,j ensures exclusion of double occupancy of one and
same site by two different kinds of monomeric particles
from consideration. The associated Helmholtz free energy
per elementary unit can be calculated according to the
formula
Feff = −kBT lim
N→∞
1
N
lnZeff
= 2J1+J2−2h− kBT ln
[
2 cosh
(
βh
2
)]
− kBT ln
(
1 + eβµ1+eβµ2
)
. (6)
The total magnetization per unit cell can be obtained from
Eq. (6) using the standard relation
M = −∂Feff
∂h
= 2 +
1
2
tanh
(
βh
2
)
− e
βµ1 + 2eβµ2
1 + eβµ1 + eβµ2
. (7)
The main goal of the present work is to investigate
the strength of the bipartite entanglement between the
nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor spins from square pla-
quettes of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain. To
this end, one may take advantage of the quantity concur-
rence originally introduced by Wootters [27], which may
be used as a suitable measure of the bipartite entangle-
ment for any two-qubit system. It has been found by
Amico and coworkers [28] that the concurrence can be al-
ternatively calculated from the local observables such as
pair correlation functions and magnetization, which can
be rather easily calculated also within the concept of lo-
calized magnons. Accordingly, the concurrence Cnn and
Cnnn quantifying the degree of the bipartite entanglement
between the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor
spins from the square plaquettes follows from the relations
Cnn = max
{
0, 4|〈Sˆx2,jSˆx3,j〉| (8)
− 2
√(
1
4
+ 〈Sˆz2,jSˆz3,j〉
)2
−
(
1
2
〈Sˆz2,j + Sˆz3,j〉
)2}
and
Cnnn = max
{
0, 4|〈Sˆx2,jSˆx4,j〉| (9)
− 2
√(
1
4
+ 〈Sˆz2,jSˆz4,j〉
)2
−
(
1
2
〈Sˆz2,j + Sˆz4,j〉
)2}
.
The pair correlation functions entering into Eqs. (8)
and (9) can be readily calculated within the presented
localized-magnon theory according to the formulas
〈Sˆα2,jSˆα3,j〉 =
1
Zeff
∑
{Sz
1,j
}
∑
{n1,j}
∑
{n2,j}
2∑
k=0
〈k|Sˆα2,jSˆα3,j|k〉j e−βHeff
=
Cααkk + C
αα
kk e
βµ1 + Cααkk e
βµ2
1+eβµ1+eβµ2
(10)
and
〈Sˆα2,jSˆα4,j〉 =
1
Zeff
∑
{Sz
1,j
}
∑
{n1,j}
∑
{n2,j}
2∑
k=0
〈k|Sˆα2,jSˆα4,j|k〉j e−βHeff
=
Kααkk +K
αα
kk e
βµ1 +Kααkk e
βµ2
1+eβµ1+eβµ2
, (11)
which are defined through three different mean values
Cααkk = 〈k|Sˆα2,jSˆα3,j |k〉j and Kααkk = 〈k|Sˆα2,jSˆα4,j |k〉j (k =
0, 1, 2;α = x, z) of the respective spin operators corre-
sponding to the three available eigenstates (2)-(4) of the
j-th square plaquette. The local magnetizations m23 =
1
2 〈Sˆz2,j + Sˆz3,j〉 and m24 = 12 〈Sˆz2,j + Sˆz4,j〉 can be calculated
in analogous way as presented for the pair correlation func-
tions, but they both are formally identical with the single-
site magnetization m23 = m24 = M/5 as obtained from
Eq. (7) for the magnetization of the unit cell.
To provide an independent check of the reliability of
the localized-magnon theory in predicting measures of the
bipartite entanglement in the highly frustrated parame-
ter space J2/J1 ≥ 2 we have additionally performed the
full exact diagonalization (ED) for the spin-1/2 Heisen-
berg octahedral chain up to 20 spins (N = 4 unit cells)
imposing periodic boundary conditions using Jo¨rg Schu-
lenburg’s spinpack [29, 30]. The main advantage of the
ED method is to provide the direct access to all local pair
correlation functions and local magnetizations, which are
needed according to Eqs. (8) and (9) for the calculation of
the concurrence for the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-
neighbor spin pairs, respectively. It should be emphasized
that the numerical ED of the finite-size spin-1/2 Heisen-
berg octahedral chain in fact provides a rigorous check
of the developed localized-magnon approach, because the
predicted results for a classical one-dimensional lattice-
gas model defined through the Hamiltonian (5) falls into
a monomer universality class for which the results are com-
pletely independent of the system size [18, 19].
Results and discussion. – In this part we will com-
prehensively examine the strength of the bipartite entan-
glement between the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor
spin pairs from square plaquettes along the magnetization
process of the highly frustrated spin-1/2 Heisenberg octa-
hedral chain. Before doing this, it is worthwhile to recall
that the spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain exhibits in
a highly frustrated regime J2/J1 ≥ 2 just three different
ground states as convincingly evidenced in Ref. [20]. At
sufficiently low magnetic fields h < J1 + J2 one detects
as a respective ground state the monomer-tetramer (MT)
phase with a singlet-tetramer state of all square plaquettes
|MT〉=
N∏
j=1
|↑1,j〉⊗ 1√
3
[
(|↑2,j↓3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉+|↓2,j↑3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉)
−1
2
(|↑2,j↑3,j↓4,j↓5,j〉+|↑2,j↓3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉
+|↓2,j↑3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉+|↓2,j↓3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉)
]
,
p-3
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the magnon-crystal (MC) phase with a single magnon
bound to each square plaquette is the respective ground
state at moderate magnetic fields h ∈ (J1 + J2, J1 + 2J2)
|MC〉=
N∏
j=1
|↑1,j〉⊗ 1
2
(|↓2,j↑3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉−|↑2,j↓3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉
+|↑2,j↑3,j↓4,j↑5,j〉−|↑2,j↑3,j↑4,j↓5,j〉),
(13)
and finally, the trivial fully polarized ferromagnetic (FM)
phase emerges above the saturation field h > J1 + 2J2
|FM〉 =
N∏
j=1
|↑1,j↑2,j↑3,j↑4,j↑5,j〉. (14)
At first, let us compare results for the concurrence,
which serves as a measure of the bipartite entanglement,
obtained from the concept of localized magnons with that
ones obtained from the full ED method for the finite-size
octahedral spin chain with 4 unit cells (20 spins). To
this end, isothermal dependencies of the concurrence on
a magnetic field are depicted in Fig. 2(a) and (b) at three
different temperatures for the nearest-neighbor and next-
nearest-neighbor spin pairs of square plaquettes, respec-
tively. It is worthy to recall that the formula derived
within the concept of localized magnons is independent
of the system size and hence, it can be directly compared
with the finite-size results stemming from the ED method.
It is obvious from Fig. 2(a) and (b) that the results de-
rived by making use of the localized-magnon method per-
fectly coincide with the ED data up to moderate tempera-
tures kBT/J1 ≈ 0.5. This observation would suggest that
the localized-magnon approach provides a suitable tool for
investigation of entanglement measures at low up to mod-
erate temperatures. Besides, it follows from Fig. 2(a) that
the bipartite entanglement between the nearest-neighbor
spin pairs of square plaquettes is equally strong in the MT
and MC ground states, whereas the relevant field-driven
quantum phase transition between them is manifested at
low enough temperatures as a sharp narrow minimum of
the concurrence that becomes rounder and wider upon in-
creasing of temperature. A sharp stepwise drop of the
concurrence Cnn calculated for the nearest-neighbor spin
pairs, which appears at sufficiently low temperatures in a
vicinity of the saturation field, notably changes to a more
gradual decline forming an extended high-field tail observ-
able at higher temperatures. The nonzero concurrence be-
tween the nearest-neighbor spin pairs above the saturation
field implies a substantial role of low-lying thermal exci-
tations from the classical FM ground state towards the
entangled MC state.
The results presented in Fig. 2(b) indicate a complete
absence of the bipartite entanglement between the next-
nearest-neighbor spin pairs of the square plaquettes at low
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Fig. 2: Isothermal dependencies of the quantum concurrence
on a magnetic field, which quantifies the bipartite entangle-
ment between the nearest-neighbor Cnn (a) and next-nearest-
neighbor Cnnn (b) spin pairs within square plaquettes. Thin
black lines were calculated from Eqs. (8)-(11) within the con-
cept of localized magnons, while thick color symbols were ob-
tained from a full ED of the finite-size octahedral chain with 4
unit cells (20 spins).
enough magnetic fields and this statement holds true irre-
spective of temperature. However, the concurrence Cnnn
for the next-nearest-neighbor spin pairs displays at low
enough temperatures a peculiar rectangular-shaped field
dependence with a sharp rise and fall at lower and upper
critical fields of the MC ground state. It could be thus con-
cluded that the pairwise entanglement between the next-
nearest-neighbor spin pairs is at low enough temperatures
fully absent in the low-field range inherent to the MT
ground state with two magnons bound to each square pla-
quette, then it is provisionally strengthened in the range of
moderate magnetic fields corresponding to the MC ground
state with a single magnon bound to each square plaquette
before it finally breaks down at sufficiently high magnetic
fields. Similar findings have been recently reported also for
the spin-1/2 Heisenberg distorted tetrahedron [31]. Note
furthermore that the sharp rectangular-shaped field de-
pendence of the concurrence for the next-nearest-neighbor
spin pairs is gradually smeared out upon increasing tem-
p-4
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Fig. 3: A comparison between the concurrences Cnn and Cnnn,
which serve as a measure of the bipartite entanglement be-
tween the nearest-neighbor (color solid lines) and next-nearest-
neighbor (black broken lines) spins within square plaquettes,
calculated from Eqs. (8)-(11) within the localized-magnon the-
ory.
perature quite similarly as the concurrence for the nearest-
neighbor spin pairs does.
Last but not least, we will directly compare the
strength of the bipartite entanglement between the
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor spins quanti-
fied by means of the respective values of the concurrence
Cnn and Cnnn, which are displayed together in Fig. 3
as a function of the magnetic field at three selected tem-
peratures. It surprisingly turns out that the measures of
the bipartite entanglement between the nearest-neighbor
and next-nearest-neighbor spin pairs are not only qualita-
tively but also quantitatively the same in a certain range of
magnetic fields, which crucially depends on temperature.
As a matter of fact, both concurrences become identical
at low enough temperatures for any magnetic field that
slightly exceeds the lower critical field, while the rise of
temperature generally shifts this peculiar coincidence to
higher magnetic fields though its onset never exceeds the
upper critical field. A gradual tail-like decay of the con-
currence, which can be observed above the saturation field
due to thermal activation of the excited MC state, can be
accordingly characterized by a mutual interplay of alike
pairwise entanglement between the nearest-neighbor and
next-nearest-neighbor spins.
Conclusions. – In the present Letter we have inves-
tigated in detail the bipartite entanglement between the
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor spin pairs of a
highly frustrated spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in
the presence of external magnetic field. It has been demon-
strated that the concept of localized magnons can be
straightforwardly adapted for a calculation of the quantity
concurrence, which may serve as a measure of the pairwise
entanglement between nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-
neighbor spins. To provide an independent check of the
localized-magnon method we have performed a full ED of
the finite-size spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain with
4 unit cells (20 spins), which has convincingly evidenced
an extraordinary high precision of the concept of localized
magnons in predicting measures of the bipartite entan-
glement at sufficiently low temperatures. The developed
concept thus sheds light on a unprecedented feature of the
localized-magnon theory, which can be straightforwardly
adapted in order to calculate the respective entanglement
measures for a wide class of flat-band quantum Heisenberg
spin models from different universality classes comprehen-
sively reviewed in Refs. [17–19].
As far as the highly frustrated spin-1/2 Heisenberg octa-
hedral chain as a paradigmatic example of flat-band quan-
tum spin model with extremely strong quantum correla-
tions is concerned, we have provided evidence that the MT
phase emergent at sufficiently low magnetic fields exhibits
presence (absence) of bipartite entanglement between the
nearest-neighbor (next-nearest-neighbor) spins, while the
MC phase emergent at moderate magnetic fields con-
trarily displays identical bipartite entanglement between
the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor spins. It
could be thus concluded that the rising magnetic field
may provisionally reinforce a pairwise entanglement be-
tween the next-nearest-neighbor spins when still preserv-
ing the same strength of quantum correlations between the
nearest-neighbor spins in the range of moderately strong
magnetic fields.
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